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Background 


In the last couple of years my artistic practice was dealing mainly with the doubtfulness of 
knowledge and specifically the uncertainty of image-based sources and the unconscious effects 
of cognitive distortions. Recently my interest has been shifted towards the symptoms of the Post-
truth world and the parallelism of alternative facts and beliefs.


The role of spatiality is the key aspect I examine both theoretically and in practice for years now. 
Hence one of my essential strategy is to confront 2D imagery with the original 3D situations to 
emphasize the importance of spatial property and to point out the uncertain and manipulatable 
nature of fixed, perspective views, that can mislead the perception and the following 
interpretations.


In my proposed project I intended to grasp some of the analogies between the contemporary 
Post-truth phenomena and similar symptoms of the Cold War era, relying on mostly the archival 
materials of Blinken OSA. My approach during the research was driven by the concept of artistic 
research, which means that I was not strictly separating the theoretical and the creative aspects of 
my  praxis and I was not intended using the research process merely as the foundation of new 
artworks but also through the creation of artworks I was hoping for some new insights, which 
would otherwise missed or couldn’t really grasped by the toolset of language.


Finally, my research concluded in a case study which simulates the distinct methods of historical 
disinformation and contemporary fake news creation. By mimicking their toolsets, I was 
attempting to point out how selective framing and arbitrary linkage can create fake but seemingly 
plausible narratives in their own context.


Process 

In an early stage of my research while I examined the photographs of Gabriel Bodnar, during the 
1968 invasion of Kosice [HU OSA 391] I coincidentally found a small detail, which grabbed my 
attention. Four men were standing on the roof of an unfinished building, looking down on the 
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crowd and the marching tanks. Seemed like a casual, insignificant detail, but then it turned out, 
that they are present on other photos as well in a slightly different setup.


For the first sight I felt some strange suspiciousness about them, they seemed a bit odd 
somehow, inspiring me to look behind their presence. Finally, a hypothetical question appeared in 
my mind: what would the Soviet intelligence do if they would see these photos? Would it raise 
their suspicion as well? How would they interpret it? Especially in the light of their then present 
agenda which was meant to justify the invasion of Czechoslovakia – namely: the CIA has 
developed a subversive plan, a sabotage in Czechoslovakia, which would end up in a NATO 
invasion if they don’t intervene in time.


So I thought: let’s try it out as a simulation, as a thought-experiment. Based on these photos and 
any other materials those intelligence agencies could theoretically use after the invasion, as a 
fictional “internal investigation“.


Simulation 1 

Following the basic protocol the first step would be the identification of the members within the 
group, then separately each member, since some of them had a clear distinguishing mark, like a 
hat (person B), a suit (person C), a cap with working clothes (person D).


After the reference photos were set and enhanced, the next step was to examine the whole series 
of the photos Bodnar took that day. While cross-referencing them based on their look and 
clothing, the “suspects“ would likely appear accidentally in other photos from the series or in any 
additional material they could find from that certain date. 


After thorough scrutiny, it turned out that is possible, that there were other members involved 
beyond the main group: like a photographer (person E) hiding one level below, or a man with 
glasses (person F) who appears in several photos – seemingly in personal contact with members 
of the main group. Also there were possible collaborators: a saboteur (person G), an agitator 
(person H) and a violent protester (person J). Although it’s not clear that the former ones were 
whether part of the circle or they were just under influence of the main group.


Based on the photos they could have easily identify the location, the construction site of the later 
Hotel Slovan, in the nearby of the city center of Kosice.


At that time maybe it was clear for the investigators that the US had gathered information on 
Czechoslovakia since 1954. They were extensively monitoring every larger city, they could even 
map out the underground facilities built since 1949, and the military capacities of Czechoslovak 
troops. But the US intelligence could only achieve that if they have sent covert agents on the 
ground. So for the imaginary investigators, the “necessary presence“ of the American covert 
agents in town and the 4 suspect above wouldn’t be considered as a coincidence.


With this local knowledge, our main characters could disappear from the Hotel Slovan area easily, 
first mingled in the crowd, then most likely by using motorbikes. Afterwards they appeared in 
different parts of the town and seemingly coordinated the civilian protesters. They were possibly 
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encouraged the locals to stand up against the Soviet army, to attack the soldiers and their tanks 
with rocks and improvised weapons and to make barricades. Even though their presence is not 
well documented in the available photos their impact would likely be considered to traceable. As 
the main instigators of the opposition they were organizing “civilian“ marches and demonstrations 
and they were effectively assisted in the nonviolent resistance as well. 


Later they were most likely traveled forward to Prague, where they continued their covert 
subversive actions, where they escalated the situations, setting the barricades on fire, and they 
could even fanaticize the youth to execute violent actions against the Soviet army. The 
investigators would map out that they were even following the book of sabotage techniques, like 
changing or destroying the street signs, giving the soldiers wrong directions all over Prague and 
on the way there. In the next few days, they were continue helping the protesters to create and 
distribute disinformations opposing the “good-intentioned Soviet help“ to prevent the Western-
backed coup and possible NATO invasion against the Warsaw Pact countries.


So that's one probable way how a Soviet internal report would have possibly reveal the role of the 
subversive 4-member gang and their accomplices based on the photos available back then.


Simulation 2 

In the second part I attempted to imagine how a campaign on the Prague Spring would appear in 
the Russian media today, especially on their online surfaces.


Even though the currently available memes on the Prague Spring are not explicitly indicate the 
involvement of the US, the overall suspicion around the CIA and it’s “dirty history“ is wildly 
present, and the topic is regularly appearing in both in official sources and in the alternative media 
spectrum.


Actually there were two cases when it resulted in political conflict. First in 2015, when a 
documentary film titled: Warsaw Pact – Pages Declassified was broadcasted on Russia’s state-run 
TV channel. Using the same narrative I was exploited in the first simulation, that the Soviets were 
just prevented the Western-backed coup and a possible NATO invasion against a Warsaw Pact 
country when they were invaded Czechoslovakia. The second time in 2017, TV Zvezda, the 
Russian Defense Ministry’s official media outlet published an article on their website, claiming 
basically the same, that they prevented the West from carrying out a coup in Czechoslovakia 
using the technology of ‘velvet’ revolutions.


This is the first time when “velvet and color revolutions“ came into the greater narrative, especially 
in the context of Euromaidan in Kiev. Since according to the Russian media the events in Ukraine 
had a direct connection to the CIA, their involvement became a widespread “knowledge“. With 
this in mind I chose this belief as a common platform to evaluate the events of the Prague Spring 
in retrospect. Even though this narrative was never exposed at large in the form of memes, but it 
can be easily imagined and “reproduced“ prior to it happens. Like what would an employee of the 
Internet Research Agency, operating in Saint Petersburg would do if he would have received an 
order to contextualize the Prague Spring now. What kind of instructions or tips he would get from 
his supervisor to make these memes work?
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Regarding the image juxtapositions I created the following “tricks and tips“ would arise:

1. To enforce the connection between two separate events, use accidental visual symmetry to 

enhance the feel of similarity. 

2. Focus on the seemingly main characters of the events to generalize their shadiness and 

suspiciousness.

3. It doesn’t necessarily have to depict the things in the same way, if it shares a common 

associative layer.

4. The jokes  underpin the narrative better if they reduce the seriousness of the original cause. In 

that way an intense existential situation can easily become a “lazy gathering“.

5. Images as “frozen moments“ cannot contain the causality of events, they can look similar 

even when they have a completely opposite motivation / emotional background.

6. Shades of violence can be easily mixed up, and labeled as the “same“, even if one was a 

prepared and armed act and the other a more vulnerable form of resistance. One can say: “if 
there is no gun present on a picture, it doesn’t mean there weren’t at all“.


7. Use visual jokes based on resemblance to common pop-cultural genres. Like mimicking the 
cover of a music album of a 4-member rock band. 


8. But it always works better if it's accompanied by another ironic / sarcastic layer (mostly a 
written one).


Findings 

The findings of my research have two main segments: the first refers more to the original question 
– the analogies and similarities between the contemporary Post-truth phenomena and the Cold 
War era –, and the other is connected to the images as tools of manipulation.


The shared methods between the classical propaganda and the Post-truth tactics I discovered 
during my research:

- Mirroring: accusing the opponent with the very same thing what you’ve just done or about to 

do. They will have to defend themselves first and accuse you back, which is a much weaker 
position – feels like a “childish attitude“.


- Using fake news as a “Swiss-knife“, since it works in every stage of the process. In the 
preparation phase: as conditioning, as well as justification or the pretext for a later event. 
During the act: as a deception / confusion / distraction (classical disinformation). Afterwards: as 
interpretation / explanation. Also: inwards and outwards, to local and international audiences. 
You can cherry-pick data, connect the dots as you wish and come to whatever conclusion you 
desire, since fact-checker sites are way less effective to the public than the original (fake) news.


- False accusation still works. It doesn’t have to be true, because you won’t have to prove it later. 
In the Post-truth era: objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than the ones 
appeals to emotion and already existing personal beliefs, so it just has to resonate in the 
targeted group.


- It’s enough if you win the hearts you don’t necessarily have to win the minds too. Sympathy 
and antipathy are still key elements: if you are less popular, make your opponent at least as 
unpopular as you are.


- It’s enough if you raise suspicion and skepticism towards all the possible narratives and the 
truthfulness of your opponent. If you can’t dominate the narrative by yourself, don’t let anyone 
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else do. The objective in the post-truth era: is to muddy the waters and cast doubt upon the 
possibility of “objective truths“ in general.


During the simulations my primary focus was on the role of images. We all know that even if they 
are intact, they can be unreliable in some cases and they can be exploited easily along with our 
intentions. Also they can be easily modified and forged with manual and digital techniques – in 
which Russian were traditionally really good at. 


But what I would like to point out here is referring to the nature of imagery: the framing. Not just in 
a sense that an image necessarily has a border, and it creates a fragment of reality, isolating and 
decontextualizing that fragment. But in a sense it always has an angle, it’s not neutral at all, since 
anything can be photographed in literally thousand different ways, resulting in a primary bias 
which we cannot by-pass. In addition to that, an image not just contains information but at the 
same time, it conceals others due to overlappings and the distortions of perspective.


Framing is to control attention, shaping perception. Especially in case of multiple images (an 
implicit or explicit) narrative is always formed automatically. What really matters is how you 
connect the dots, what you choose and what you neglect from the accessible materials – which is 
the field of cognitive biases. Which is deeply exploited by both the advertisement industry, the 
classical propaganda and also in the current fake news creation. 


And of course, framing in a sense of accusation works seamlessly with images, since images and 
videos still act like “evidence“ or “proof“ for a lot a people. Especially graphic content can affect 
us more deeply and viscerally, we cannot really keep the critical distance if it's presented in a 
large amount in the same time. Maybe this is why Russia choose this unusual way of influence a 
travel photo-exhibition titled: Material evidence. Which was toured in Brussels and Berlin twice, 
and it was also exhibited in New York – besides Moscow of course.


In the context of political communication and propaganda: it has a theatrical aspect. It works as a 
scenery, due to its fixed viewpoint we cannot “look behind the scenes“, we can only rely on that 
frontal view. It’s always taken into consideration what will be shown to the public and what kind of 
effect will it trigger – it’s composed alongside the grater agenda or intention.


Since images cannot really “win over“ each other for good, they will always remain competing 
parallel narratives. I personally believe the solution lies in spatiality, in particular spatial analysis, 
the one which is used by the group named Forensic Architecture (based in London, at Goldsmith 
University). Their practice relies on the reconstruction of events in question by integrating back 
the image-based sources to their original 3D situation and timeframe. This results a greater clarity 
and can provide answers which none of the images can offer on their own. Their practice shows 
that puzzling the pieces in an ordinary way only ends up in a useful manner if the “big picture“ is 
not a picture at all, but a spatial model, which can be analyzed from all the possible viewpoints 
and aspects.
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Appendix  
Bibliography and files processed during the research  

• International encyclopedia of propaganda [1998]

• Cold-war propaganda in the 1950s [1999]

• Soviet impregnational propaganda [c1982, Baruch Hazan]

• Nazi propaganda [1973, Z. A. B. Zeman]

• The KGB and Soviet disinformation, An insider's view [1985, Ladislav Bittman]

• Retusált történelem: a fotográfia és a művészet meghamisítása Sztálin birodalmában [1999, David King]

• Victims of the occupation: the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia [2008, Milan Bárta]

• The Czechoslovak experiment, 1968-1969 [1971, Ivan Sviták]

• Czechoslovakia's interrupted revolution [c1976, H. Gordon Skilling]

• CNN's Cold war documentary: issues and controversy [c2000]

• The red web: the struggle between Russia's digital dictators and the new online revolutionaries  

[2015, Andrei Soldatov]

• Egy szabad hang Kelet-Európában: a Szabad Európa Rádió tevékenységéről a hidegháború alatt  

[2011, Vajda Barnabás]


• HU OSA 391 
Photographs of Gabriel Bodnar on the 1968 invasion of Kosice


• HU OSA 300-30-14 [Archival box: 1-5, 14, 16]  
Records of Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty Research Institute – Collection of Documents on 1968


• HU OSA 312-0-6 [Archival box: 3] 
Alfred Reisch Collection / Reference Subject Files


• HU OSA 356-1 [1-12]  
Pál Schiffer Personal Papers


• Hungarian Propaganda Filmstrips

• Paranoia Archive

• Soviet Propaganda Film Collection

• Police Photo Archive

• Fortepan


• Christopher S. Chivvis: Understanding Russian "Hybrid Warfare“ [pdf]

• Diego A. Ruiz Palmer: Back to the future? Russia’s hybrid warfare, revolutions in military affairs, and Cold 

War comparisons [pdf]


• CIA Lessons Learned From The 1968 Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia [archive.org]

• Soviet Deception in the Czechoslovak Crisis [www.cia.gov/library]

• A Look Back … The Prague Spring & the Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia [cia.gov]

• CIA documents on Prague 1968 from LBJ libe [wikileaks.org]


• Russian Active Measures in Germany and the US: Analog Lessons From the Cold War 
[warontherocks.com]


• Addressing Russian Influence: What Can We Learn From U.S. Cold War Counter-Propaganda Efforts? 
[lawfareblog.com]
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https://www.cia.gov/news-information/featured-story-archive/2008-featured-story-archive/a-look-back-the-prague-spring-the-soviet.html
https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/17/1777340_cia-documents-on-prague-1968-from-lbj-libe-.html
https://warontherocks.com/2017/09/russian-active-measures-in-germany-and-the-united-states-analog-lessons-from-the-cold-war/
https://www.lawfareblog.com/addressing-russian-influence-what-can-we-learn-us-cold-war-counter-propaganda-efforts


• Prague Spring, 1968: “The Whole World is Watching” [warfarehistorynetwork.com]

• Czechs, Slovaks Remember Soviet Invasion in 1968, Think of Ukraine in 2014 [wallstreetjournal.com]

• Czechoslovakia should be grateful to the USSR for 1968 [euvsdisinfo.eu]

• Russian Defense Ministry Site Op-Ed: Czechs Should Be Grateful for 1968 Soviet Intervention 

[stopfake.org]

• Politicians slam Zvezda article suggesting Czechs should be grateful for Soviet-led invasion of 1968 

[radio.cz]

• Czech Republic: 1968 Viewed From The Occupiers' Perspective [rferl.org]

• The “Prague Spring” of 1968. Forgotten Lessons of History [bintel.com.ua]

• New Russian invasion documentary dismays Czech and Slovak governments [theguardian.com]

• A Former Russian Troll Explains How to Spread Fake News [time.com]


• What America’s Coup in Ukraine Did [globalresearch.ca]

• Head Of Stratfor, ‘Private Cia’, Says Overthrow Of Yanukovych Was ‘The Most Blatant Coup In 

History’ [rinf.com]

• Prague Spring and Maidan 'Revolution' Have Nothing in Common – Slovak MP [sputniknews.com]
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https://www.rferl.org/a/1089231.html
http://bintel.com.ua/en/article/praga68/
https://www.theguardian.com/film/2015/jun/02/new-russian-invasion-documentary-dismays-czech-slovak-governments
http://time.com/5168202/russia-troll-internet-research-agency/
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